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International Dada Archive

Founded in 1979

Housed in University of Iowa Libraries



-International Online Bibliography of Dada-

Primary access to the entire collection is through the International Online Bibliography of Dada, a catalog containing approximately 60,000 titles.



The number of miles that your blood vessels would stretch across if they were laid end-to-end.



How many medieval soldier with regular swords and shields can a group of 300 highly organized Jedi knights packing lightsabers defeat? The answer is 60,000, and 
there’s a video for that.



8/25/17 - More than 1,000 Secret Service agents - expenses included about $60,000 spent on golf cart rentals
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Art 
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Scholars are welcome to visit the Archive to conduct research. Those planning to visit from out of town should make appointments well in advance, since access to some 
of the Archive's resources is limited when the curator…



… Timothy Shipe is away.



Example search

http://search.lib.uiowa.edu/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=01IOWADADA


-Information on Individual Dadaists-

http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/#DADAISTS
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Emmy Hennings

Sophie Taeuber-Arp

Baroness von Freytag-Loringhoven (text picture of her)

http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/#DADAISTS
http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/#DADAISTS
http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/#DADAISTS


-Digital Dada Library-

The Digital Dada Library provides links to scanned images of original Dada-era publication in the International Dada Archive. These books, pamphlets, and periodicals are 
housed in the Special Collections Department of The University of Iowa Libraries.

-Compare with reprinted text in anthology

-Cabaret Voltaire // Dada // Blindman


http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/
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Section 2 - Books & Ephemera

Hugo Ball - Zur Kritik der deutschen Intelligenz (1919) (340 p.)

Richard Huelsenbeck - Dada Almanach (1920)

Kurt Schwitters - Anna Blume: Dichtungen. 1st Printing (1919)

“Oh thou, beloved of my twenty-seven senses, I love thine! Thou thee 
thee thine, I thine,  
thou mine, we?  
That (by the way) is beside the point!”

-Excursions & Visites Dada (1921)

-Papillons Dada - “Un autre” (1919-1920)

http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/
http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/
http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/


-Dada/Surrealism journal-

-an interdisciplinary journal publishing critical essays, bibliographies, book reviews, and primary documents on the Dada and Surrealist movements.

-sponsored by the Association for the Study of Dada and Surrealism and published by the International Dada Archive, University of Iowa Libraries.

http://ir.uiowa.edu/dadasur/


-Resources-

http://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/#RESOURCES


-Hugo 
Ball



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G69O7fvM3BI



